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Sunny And The Gang Are
Back! Wait, is that a good
thing? Page 2

The things I do for this magazine.
Thanks for reading Real Appeal.

Real Appeal
You Write The Magazine
Special Edition!

Sidebar Heading
• You Write The Magazine Pgs. 3-5

Psst! Hey! The SunnyCode is:
Sum3er4ever5. I let you go easy this
time. Just because I’m nice. Yeah. For
this month.

• Ellie’s Guide to Everything Pg. 6
• SunnyStories- Back Cover
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You Write the Magazine!!!

Sunny Days’s Page
Hello Real Appeal Readers! I am back!
And I am here to totally tell you about
our vacation from the Magazine!
Sunny: What was so great about this
summer, Cheryl?
Cheryl: I don’t know, maybe getting my
comet license.
Sunny: How about you Fred Man?
Fred: Probably going to comet convention. Looking at the new Thundersparks
was totally awesome!
Sunny: And you Davis?
Davis: I don’t know. Maybe just having
nothing to do all day and sleep in until
11:00.
Cheryl: I totally agree!
Fred: What about you Sunny, what was
your favorite part of the summer?
Sunny: Actually, I kind of liked going to
the Star & Space Mall with Cheryl. I got
this can of wax stuff that makes me
stand out more!
All except Sunny: Ohh! Sunny!
Fred: We heard you bragging about it
ever since you got it! Which is like a million times!
Jason comes in: Actually it was 1,234,877 times, but I
mean who’s keeping track?
Sunny: Okay, so see you later Jason. That’s all forks! I
mean folts! Flots! Folks! There!
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Hey peeps. It’s me again. We’re
thrilled.
Anyway, maybe I should tell you the
new offer Real Appeal is having! We
can send you the magazine! Well, if
you have a Hotmail account we can’t
yet, so just pay close attention to the
magazine for updates. If you have
other that Hotmail I think we can send
it to you. How? Answer the form below.
(Note: Please send me this info. I don’t want you tearing this part
out.)
Name:
E-mail:
Please Choose
A. I want to fully subscribe to the online magazine and not have
the paper one.
B. I want to get the online one, but also the paper one.
C. I want to try it out to see how this online magazine is.
I want a sample e-mail

I don’t want a sample e-mail

Send it in soon!!!
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Ellie’s Guide to Everything

Explanation

Topic: Perfection

Hi, I am here to give you an explanation of what this make your own
magazine thing is. YOU WRITE THE
ARTICLES. YOU WRITE THE STORIES AND YOU, YES YOU READ
THEM WHEN YOU ARE FINISHED.
That’s all there really is. This edition,
and all other editions like this are going to be written by you. That’s right. You.
AND the top story winner will receive a special set of
stickers (if we can find the keys to the cabinet. No seriously, we have looked everywhere!) including me,
Cheryl, Fred, Davis, and a SURPRISE STICKER! Umm
no, it is not of me.
You will not have to enter the SunnyCode to write the
article or story and send it in! Heck, even Niota is writing an article! I am not kidding! See page 4!!!
Anyway we are really looking forward to as many people as possible to write an article. Now, for the rules…

Dear Ellie,
There is this girl in my grade who is nice enough, but she is
super competitive and she seems perfect. And that really bugs
me because, I’m not exactly the smartest (seems like she is),
and what I love to do she seems better at. Help me please!
Your friend,
*Tearing My Hair Out*
Dear *Tearing Your Hair Out*,
First of all, relax. Think about your good qualities. Take a
deep breath and say, “I am great, I can do anything.” That will
do WONDERS. Then go to school and be the best you can be.
And remember, no one is perfect. I kind of have a problem like
yours. But I tell myself, “No one is perfect,” and I get through my
day with a smile.
Your good friend,
Ellie*
Turn on what you should be listening to!
“Nobody’s Perfect” by Miley Cyrus/Hannah Montanna
Hey girls, write to me! I am now on the web at elliehasyourback@hotmail.com. C’mon you’ll write to me!
Your good friend
Ellie*
(Hey girls, make them anonymous.)

Sunny: I find the oddest pictures
of myself...
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1. No copying of a previous article in the magazine.
You try and think of another subject. Seriously,
there are a million more out there.
2. Do not have the Days Gang talking to each other as
if in conversation, although you may end your article
as SUNNY RULES!
3. Oh, and also, if you win or lose the story contest
you did your best.
4. One more thing. I don't want to have to proofread
every word in the whole article. Please, dictionaries are available.
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You Write the Magazine!

Your Stories

Your Stories

Hello, my name is Niota. Niota Days.
Yes. I finally got the guts to show myself. I was at this one picture studio
thing and you could choose a border
for your picture. This one looked pretty
sweet to me.
I will tell you a little more about myself,
cause you don't know much about me.
I am a girl who is going into the third grade. I live with
my brothers and sister. Yeah, I just live with one sister
but I probably have what, 7,000 others (The rest are
aunts and cousins and who knows what!) I am allergic
to Sizzling Cider, and I hate Moondust. I don't see why
Sunny likes that stuff. It’s just sugar. I love Sparkling
Gems though. They are just small pieces of hard candy
you put in your mouth and suck on.
Maybe we will meet again next month.
Niota Days

Hello, hope you all had a great summer.
Well, school has started. We are all to the next level
now, just a little different. So here is a quiz to see how
much you like school.
1.Can you get to all of your classes?_______________
2.Favorite Subject?____________________________
3.Favorite Teacher?___________________________
4.Locker Number?_____________________________
5.Clean or Dirty Locker?________________________
6.Like Writing Notes?__________________________
7.Bring Everything to Class?_____________________
8.Fav. Extra (Art, Recess, P.E., etc.)_______________
9.Like Having a Heavy Backpack?________________
10.Get your work done on time?__________________
Notes: So, the first few people to give it to me, Hanna
Seggerman, will get a prize!!! 1st place will win an even
greater prize!!!
Submitted by Hanna Seggerman
_______________________________________

_____________________
Okay 6th grade, new pump, new monitor, what do I do?
Well I would lay low and just be
normal.

How to Make a K-P Ponytail
1.Buy a black ponytail, black ribbon, and yellow ribbon
2.Take scissors and curl the ribbons
3.Now tie the ribbons on every other color (Tie double knots)
4.Now wear your ponytail and show Panther Pride!

Submitted by Sarah S.

Submitted by Hailey Moodie
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